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Bill Gates recently stated that this moment in time is a leveller for humanity, a global reminder that we as humans
have become complacent about nearly every facet of our lives – starting with health, the environment, and now
totally resetting our understanding of what it means to be social. These are true and pertinent statements. It is a time
for reflection, to take a step back before we take the next step forwards.

In the media there have been various utterances, including some such as ‘the end of the workplace as we know it’
and ‘the death of the office’. Do such statements have any validity or are they simply overstatements that are
advanced because of anxiety and trepidation linked to an unknown future?

The pandemic has brought education to the fore. From a general viewpoint, there must be questions about the
broad lack of progress in education relative to the rapid advancement made in other fields over the past three or
four decades. The pandemic has also highlighted the inequalities and imbalances that already existed within our
country’s and the world’s education systems. 

The Rundle College community has been in an advantaged situation. Besides our students learning the globally
acknowledged and respected Cambridge International Education curriculum, Rundle College was ready and
prepared for the lockdown. Systems and processes were already in place to support the school’s learners, while
creative and interesting themes have been expanded to help sustain enthusiasm and stimulate the mind, all the
while sharing interesting and valuable knowledge. 

Think about the thousands of schools that were ill prepared with respect to online learning. Think about the tens of
thousands of students across the country who have not been able to log in to remote learning sessions, many of
them simply because the students never had access to the required technology to do this. Think about the possible
consequences of this situation and the potential impact on their future lives…. and the resulting outcome for our
country?

As we move into the next phase of lockdown and for the foreseeable future, there are going to be new social norms
that need to be adhered to by schools. Is social distancing sustainably feasible within the school environment? A
mishap or misadventure by just one student can have significant consequences for all other students (and staff) at
the school. It is important that all people connected with Rundle College behave responsibly. Let us set an example
for others to follow.

From a Rundle College perspective, decisions will be made that are in the best interests of our students and their
education. No stone will be left unturned in our efforts to ensure that our students receive the best possible
education at this time, all the while taking cognisance of their health and safety.

I thought it would be of interest to our community to share what has been happening at Rundle College’s sister
institution, KeNako Academy, during the lockdown. 14 students were staying at the hostel when the lockdown started
and together with the hostel parents, they have enjoyed some wonderful experiences and learnt a great deal about
themselves and life on a broad basis. The students in residence were a mix of golf academy students and Rundle
College academic students. The list of students included boys and girls from 9 different countries.

A vegetable garden was prepared and planted by the students. The garden has already provided them with their first
home-grown meals and it continues to flourish. They have had to clean their own rooms, keep the hostel clean, do
their washing and ironing, tidy up after meals, wash dishes and complete many other minor chores. Most of the
students had no idea as to how to do some of these things and they are enriched by the experience. There were
some glitches along the way but as the saying goes, ‘mistakes have the power to turn you into something better than
you were before’.

C HA I R MAN 'S  C HAT T E R R O N  B O O N

P O S T -PAN D E M I C  T H O U G H T S



Teams were set up to share cooking duties and each team of 3 or 4 students were responsible for cooking the
evening meal every day. There has been some vibrant competition amongst the teams and they have excelled as
chefs. They have really enjoyed the experience and learning new skills! 

When they get to return home, they will be able to surprise Mom and Dad with an exciting and different meal.

Some presentations of interest about different aspects of the world were shared in the auditorium, broadening
knowledge on a general basis. Games evenings were also held.

All of the students are incredibly fit, golfers and non-golfers alike. They have participated in a training programme in
the KeNako gymnasium that was set up by KeNako’s Sports Science Professional. 

The golfers were unable to play on the course but they have been hitting balls into a net and blanket, practicing
putting drills in front of a mirror and receiving lessons from Head Coach Roger Wessels, who fortunately is one of the
Hostel Parents. Roger thinks that this time has been really good for the golf players. They have been relaxed and had
ample opportunity to practice their technical skills. Clear minds and improved techniques – Roger is eager to see
them transferring their attitudes and techniques to the golf course when the golf courses reopen.

When online schooling commenced at the beginning of April, set times were fixed for the students to study. Besides
interacting online with their teachers and the online school programme, the students were able to assist each other
and work together.

When things at the hostel return to normal, the intention is to embrace elements of these couple of months and
introduce some new customs to the hostel students.

Stay healthy and happy! ☺

Some interesting excerpts from some of the theme material being used in school. The extracts shared herewith
relate to some fascinating historical facts about Johannesburg and South Africa.
 
-  Johannesburg was founded in 1886, making it the youngest of the world’s major cities. 
-  Johannesburg is one of the only cities in the world that has not been built near a natural body of water, like a
river, lake or the ocean.
-  Soon after the gold rush started, in October 1887 the government bought the south-eastern portion of the farm
Braamfontein. This became home to many landless Dutch-speaking burghers (citizens), who started to make
bricks from the available clay. Other working poor, including Coloureds, Indians and Africans, soon joined them.
The area was (initially) multiracial.
- Parts of this area were later to become Soweto. This name was first used in 1963. It is an English syllabic
abbreviation for South Western Townships.
- The township had been created in the 1930s when the White government started separating Blacks from
Whites.
- Until 1976, Soweto’s population could have status only as temporary residents. They served as a workforce for
Johannesburg.

C HA I R MAN 'S  C HAT T E R C O N T I N U E D . . .



Mr. Boon makes a good point about Rundle College being in an advantaged situation. As a school, we
were ready and prepared for the lockdown. Systems and processes were already in place to deliver an
online solution. A few areas I think might have been overlooked or were maybe unexpected!

Firstly, the way that the students would approach and adapt to this type of learning I think was
unexpected. The emotional stress this type of learning can put on a particular type of student was under
anticipated. Some students have managed this extremely well and in fact have prospered by being able
to work to their own schedules and focus on areas where they needed to. Others, unfortunately, have
struggled to find the discipline needed to stick to a routine, despite the guidance of a system. This has
led to a number of students missing deadlines and falling behind in areas of work which might and most
likely will, have a negative effect on their overall grades when we finally get back to a “normal” system. As
a staff, we meet twice per week remotely and are able to go through every single student and raise
concerns where we see students are either falling behind or not meeting their deadlines when
submitting tasks. We usually initially follow this through with an email or communication to the student
and then, if there is still no reaction, we follow up by asking the parents or guardian to support us in
trying to assist the student to get back on track. This is sometimes still not enough and, as I am working
through our reports for this coming session, I am seeing too many students falling behind simply
because they have not submitted tasks. As I mentioned in the opening sentence of this paragraph, this
was not expected. What I have come to realise and accept is that sometimes you cannot anticipate all
eventualities. What we have learned, though, is that we have to take into account that not all students
will adapt and that we will have to develop additional strategies to support those who fall behind.      

Another area which I think we did not expect was the key supportive role some parents would have to
play in their children’s education. I recently watched a short comedy clip of Michael Macintyre where he
goes to see a fortune teller in late 2019 (obviously not!). In the skit, the fortune teller tells him that he
sees a job change in his future. Michael frowns and says, “So I am not going to be a comedian anymore?”
To which the fortune teller replies, “No, you are going to become a relief teacher!” 

The fact is that most of us as parents have become exactly that, relief teachers supporting our children
to get through work which most of us have done many, many years ago! On top of this, we have done
this while dealing with our own stresses, job security, income, health risks to name only a few! The point
we should learn from this is that, as a school, we need to recognise that this is a challenge for some
parents and, as schools start opening up, this in some cases adds additional stresses as we are asking
ourselves, is this safe? In response to this, as a staff, we are available for consultation. This could be via
phone, email or even digitally through your child’s Google Classroom Meet app!

The last area I think we might have underestimated is our staff themselves. The amounts of work
teachers have had added to their plates has been enormous. Sometimes we forget that they too have
families and their own stresses and family pressures. So, here too, we as a school need to be aware of
these challenges and as such we try to meet regularly and discuss issues which are common and
provide support to each other. 

With the schools starting to open slowly to specific grades, some of these challenges will change, shifting
focus onto new areas and revealing new tests. I think that communication is key here at this point and I
invite anyone who is uncertain, confused or anxious, to make contact and reach out to discuss this with
us. Things will improve and life will revert back to a semblance of normality, even if it is to the new
normal.

P R I N C I PAL 'S  P E R S P E C T I V E

D R  S T UAR T  C O L E S K Y



Adhering to Safety Regulations 
A privacy screen has been erected at the high school as a
precautionary device at reception to greet and assist parents and
the students at the front desk. The safety of the pupils and staff is
the school's first priority. Projective dates for specific grades have
been set in place by the Minister of Education and will be shared
with parents as the school prepares for the return of several grades
in the third term. 

Guess who? 
Rundle College teacher, Mrs Sharon Puttick, put a fun quiz together
for the high school students to solve. The challenge contained a
collage of baby photos of the high school teachers and the students
needed to identify who was who. The prize up for grabs was a
delicious, steamy and hot pizza that was delivered to the winning
candidate’s house. Congratulations to, AS student Nathan Warner,
who was the first student to correctly solve the puzzle.

Calculating Speed, Distance and Time
How is speed calculated? The Checkpoint 2 students covered speed
distance in Science Physics. Amy Loubser used her beloved pet dog
as a subject to conduct the science experiment to calculate how
speed equals the distance divided by time. Visit the Rundle College
Facebook page to view the video online.

Term Two Completed
The Rundle College students are at the end of the second term.
Students had to adjust to a change of teaching method and
embraced online learning with the enforced lockdown for the safety
of all involved. This was a new experience for most students,
teachers  and parents. The students look forward to the start of the
third term in which most of them will hopefully be allowed to greet
each other again face to face. The quick action taken by principal Dr
Stuart Colesky, the management team, and the teachers'
willingness to adjust their teaching approach meant that only 1,5
Rundle teaching days were lost and therefore the school can
honour the original 2020 term dates. The students and teachers all
look forward to a well deserved holiday from 13 June. 

AS Students Embrace Practical Lessons
After a term of online learning due to the national lockdown, the
Rundle College AS students were excited to finally be able to catch
up on some practical Biology work during the end of the second
term. The students covered agar and diffusion rates in the school
laboratory with Ms Mia Basson. Several different groups of senior
students enjoyed  various in classroom Biology, Chemistry, Physics
and Language lessons  before the start of the school holiday.

L I F E  I N  L O C K D O W N & Silver LiningsE M B RAC I N G
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The KeNako Academy and Rundle College hostel students dressed in their most dashing attire to attend a formal dinner at
KeNako Academy, organised by the KeNako Academy hostel parents. The hostel parents wanted to do something out of the
ordinary during lockdown and treated the students to a wonderful three-course dinner. The first course was a delicious lentil
and bean soup, followed by a spectacular Thai chicken curry and some decadent chocolate brownies and ice cream to
complete the meal. Thank you to hostel parent Judy Westraat, who slaved away in the kitchen, Esna Louwrens and Roger
Wessels for treating the students to a special evening during lockdown.

S O M E T H I N G  O U T  O F  T H E  ordinary



Having just gone through the reports of all the students in the primary school, I am filled with such excitement for what
the future holds for all the students in our school. These young children have been faced with a situation none of us
could have predicted or expected and have shown what strength and resilience they have to have completed an entire
term of online learning.

Originally when we left school at the end of term one we were all under the impression we would be doing online
learning for two weeks. Never in my wildest dreams did I think I would be writing this article at the end of the term
(eleven weeks down the line), while still online.

We have had many ups and downs throughout the term. In the beginning it was exciting, something new and different
and all the students embraced it eagerly. After the first month, a lull set in and all of a sudden the excitement was
dimming. It wasn’t quite as fun as being at school, seeing friends and teachers and getting out the house. 

The lull happened for about two weeks after which the realisation kicked in that we were passed the half way mark of the
term and there were holidays in five weeks’ time. A new energy could be felt from the students as they were once again
motivated to keep going and get through this term. This energy lasted for about three weeks when this time exhaustion
kicked in and everyone had had enough of online learning.

I am so proud of each and every student who has persevered and given their utmost throughout the term. Some
students have had difficult circumstances and have risen to the occasion and overcome these difficulties and for this I
applaud you. Unfortunately, there have been a few who allowed the situation to get the better of them and we will work
closely with these children in the new term and help them cross the bridges they were unable to do on their own. 

As we start preparing for the opening of the school in the new term I feel excited and motivated and enthusiastic to get
back to reality, routine and our new form of normal. I’m most excited to see all the children again and hear all their
stories and to just chat with my colleagues in person.

I can ensure you that all safety protocols have been put in place to ensure the safety of your children coming back to
school. As a mother myself, our children are always our number one priority and the thought of sending them back to
school has been a daunting one. However, I can see how they miss their friends, they miss social interaction, they miss
their freedom and in general they just miss being children.

As scary as it may seem to send them off after they’ve been under our little wings and so protected for the past couple of
months, it is time. It is time for them to grow their own wings again and start facing our new reality. We as teachers are
ready to embrace the new norm and try make it as comfortable and enjoyable as we can. I would like to encourage any
parents who are anxious and overwhelmed with the feelings of sending their children back to school to please contact
me or Dr Colesky. We are more than willing to chat to you and guide you through the process.

In a sense I feel us teachers have had a chance to get to know the students on a different level to what we normally
would in the classroom. As difficult as this term has been, I am grateful for the learning curve and for the opportunity to
grow and to be truly grateful for the small things in life.

There are two quotes I read recently which have left their mark in me during these trying times. Unfortunately I don’t
know who the authors of the quotes are but the quotes are as follows:

‘Sometimes we are tested not to show our weaknesses, but to discover our strengths’ and ‘The hardest walk is walking alone but
it’s also the walk that makes you strongest’. 

Many of us and the students have felt alone and tested during these trying times, however, after seeing the reports I
have no doubt that the students at Rundle Preparatory have most certainly discovered their strengths this term and
become stronger human beings for it.

I look forward to seeing everyone back at school next term.

Enjoy the well-deserved break, mom’s and dad’s you now know why teachers need 4 holidays a year.

P R E PARAT O R Y  N E W S

S HAR O N  E LAN -P U T T I C K



W o o lwo r t h s  

Electric Current
The Grade 2 students studied electricity in Science and made their
own electrical circuits. The students learnt how electricity flows
through a circuit which has a positive and negative current and how
a wire is used as a conductor between the currents. Attached is the
photo of David Labuschagne’s electrical circuit.

What are Examples of Insoluble Substances?
The Grade 6 Rundle College students have been conducting science
experiments at home on insoluble substances. Thank you to, Kristen
Grant, who documented and shared her findings with Miss Esna
Louwrens.

#MySchool 
L i t e r a cy  i n i t i a t i v e

r e m e m b e r  t o  s u p p o r t  t h e  

r u n d l e  c o l l e g e
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The Push and Pull Effect
The Grade 1 Rundle College learners made some fun pop-up
puppets. The students covered the science behind pushing and
pulling and how the force can move an object.

Progressive Education; Extraoridnary People

Classroom Learning
These are the things the Rundle College students look forward to in
life after lockdown. During the first term the Grade 4 and 5 learners
proudly showcased their very own local museum as part of a History
assignment.


